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Crystal Window & Door Systems vinyl window products were recently featured in an episode of A&E
Network's "Flipping Boston" TV Show. 25 of Crystal's popular Series 200 double-hung vinyl windows
were installed for the cable TV show as part of a house renovation. The renovation work took place
last fall and the episode aired on February 11th. 
The recent episode showed the Crystal vinyl windows being installed and demonstrated their
operation. The show's real estate and renovation expert host went further and highlighted some of
the Crystal Series 200 window features such as improved energy efficiency over the house's original
windows, qualification for energy tax credits, and a deep pocket sill for improved water penetration
resistance.
New this season, "Flipping Boston" is one of the regional variations of the popular long-running
cable TV series "Flip This House." While "Flip This House" followed real estate investor teams
around the country as they transformed eyesores into profit-making beauties over the course of
several episodes, "Flipping Boston" centers on Eastern Mass. and rapid real estate makeovers in
single episodes. 
"Crystal windows were an excellent choice for the show since they offer incredible energy efficiency,
great style and tremendous value - all critical factors for the project's success," said John Kane,
regional sales executive for Crystal Windows. "This is the second time Crystal Window products
have starred in an A&E 'Flip' Show. In 2008, the company's vinyl windows were included in a
Connecticut house renovation for the 'Flip This House' show," said Steven Yu, Crystal's marketing
manager.
Crystal Window & Door Systems is one of the top 40 manufacturers in North America of
replacement and new construction vinyl and aluminum window and door products and high-end
fenestration systems. Crystal offers a full product line, rapid order-to-delivery times, quality
workmanship, innovative product features and outstanding value. Crystal operates branches,
subsidiaries and affiliates in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Missouri, Connecticut, New Jersey, Illinois, and
Massachusetts. Crystal is dedicated to practicing 'green' environmental initiatives in all aspects of
corporate activities.
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